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CALL NOW 1300 885 364  jaybro.com.au
Jaybro supplied Avis Australia with 500 lineal metres of concrete barriers to use in their car yard at Melbourne Airport. This was an effective solution to ensure their fleet is segregated from other cars and an excellent security measure, making it virtually impossible for a car to be stolen unless driven through the main gates.

The DB80 concrete barriers are an approved barrier to be used on VIC Roads for speeds up to 100km/h with minimal deflection if someone was to lose control of their vehicle or try to deliberately ram these barriers. The barriers are also approved by RMS, TMR and DPTI.

Avis Australia selected the Jaybro DB80 concrete crash barriers as the preferred solution because we always have plenty in stock ready to go, they are light weight making the delivery more cost effective and they are faster to install.

**DB80 Concrete Barriers**

Melbourne Airport  
Avis Australia, February 2018

**OUR SOLUTION**

Jaybro supplied Avis Australia with 500 lineal metres of concrete barriers to use in their car yard at Melbourne Airport. This was an effective solution to ensure their fleet is segregated from other cars and an excellent security measure, making it virtually impossible for a car to be stolen unless driven through the main gates.

The DB80 concrete barriers are an approved barrier to be used on VIC Roads for speeds up to 100km/h with minimal deflection if someone was to lose control of their vehicle or try to deliberately ram these barriers. The barriers are also approved by RMS, TMR and DPTI.

Avis Australia selected the Jaybro DB80 concrete crash barriers as the preferred solution because we always have plenty in stock ready to go, they are light weight making the delivery more cost effective and they are faster to install.

**PRODUCT SPECS**

- Weight 3115kg
- Size: 6m long, 800mm high and 570mm wide
- Approved Speed limit: 100km/h

Customer:  
Avis Australia

Project:  
Melbourne Airport

Location:  
Melbourne, Australia